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A FOCAL COMPARISON THEOREM

FOR NULL GEODESICS

PAUL E. EHRLICH AND SEON-Bu KIM

1. Introduction

Let (Mi,9i) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds of dim ni ~ 3 and let
(3i : [0, b] -+ Mi be null geodesic segments perpendicular at (3i(O) to the
spacelike submanifolds Ki of dim ki 2:: 0, i = 1,2.

S. Kim in [6,8] extended the Lorentzian Rauch comparison theorem for
cojugate points given by J. K. Beem and P. E. Ehrlich in [2,3] to K-focal
points under suitable curvature and non-focal point condtions, and under
the dimenension condition that nl ~ n2. Especially, F. Warner in [9]
obtained the focal Rauch comparison theorem on Riemannian manifolds
with nl > n2, k1 arbitrary, and k2 = n2 - 2.

In §3 we give a formal setup of curvaturelike tensor classes and their
associated C2 K-Jaeobi classes along null geodesics as in the timelike
case, cf. [7].

In §4 we show that the focal Rauch comparison theorem for null
geodesics is still available for Warner's dimension conditions.

2. Preliminaries

Let (M,g) be an arbitrary Lorentzian manifold of dim M = n 2:: 3
and let (3 : [O,b] -+ (M,g) be a null geodesic segment perpendicular at
(3(0) = p to the spacelike submanifold K of dim k, 0 ~ k ::; n - 2, which
has the positive definite pullback metric. We recall some notations and
definitions for null geodesics, cf.[5,6,8].

One considers an R-vector space V .L((3, K) of continuous piecewise
smooth vector fields Y along the geodesic (3 perpendicular to (3' with
Y(O) E TpK, and let Vl((3,K) = {Y E V.L((3,K)IY(b) = O}. Then
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we may define K-Jacobi fields and K-focal points along (3, and the
Lorentzian submanifold index form I(b,K) : V 1.. ({3, K) x V 1..({3, K) --+ R
given by, for X, Y E V 1..({3, K)

I(b,K)(X, Y) = g(Spl(O)X(O), Y(O»

-lb
[g(X', Y') - g(R(X, {3'){3', Y)]dt

where Spl(O) is the second fundamental operator on TpK and R is the
curvature tensor field with respect to the Levi-Civita connection V on
(M,g).

However, we could not characterize K-Jacobi fields in Vl({3, K) on
an infinite dimensional subspace n = {Y = f (3'If : [0, b] - R with
f(O) = O} of non-Jacobi fields, cf.[5,6,8].

Thus we construct a quotient bundle

G({3) = U G({3(t» = U ({3'(t» 1.. /[(3'(t)]
tE[O,b) tE[O.b)

where
[(3'(t)] = {.\{3'(t) 1.\ E R} and
({3'(t»l.. = {v E Tp(t)M Ig(v, (3'(t» = O},

and a natural projection 1r : ({3'(t»l.. - G({3(t». Then we may define
some R-vector spaces as follows:

X({3) = {V IV : [0, b] -. G({3) is a piecewise smooth section},
Xo({3) = {V E X({3) IV(O) = [(3'(0)], V(b) = [{3'(b)]},
X({3, K) = {V E X({3) IV = 1r(X) for some X E V 1..({3, K)},
Xo({3, K) = {V E X({3, K) IV(b) = [{3'(b)]}.
Moreover,

is defined as the restriction of the above projection map.
On X({3, K) we may define a quotient metric 9, the covariant derivative

operator V, the second fundamental tensor Sfjl(O), the curvature tensor
field Il, a Jacobi class, a K-quotient focal point, and the K-quotient
index form as follows; cf. [5,7].
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For any V,W E X(j3, K) with 1l"(X) = V,1l"(Y) = W for X,Y E
V.L(j3, K),

g(V, W) = g(X, Y),
V,8'(t)V(t) = V'(t) = 1l"(V',8,X(t)),
S,8'(O)V(O) = 1l"(S,8'(O)X(O)) = S,8'(O)X(O) + [13'(0)],
R(V, 13')13' = 1l"(R(X, 13')13').
V is called a K·Jacobi class on X((3, K) if V satisfies
(l)V(O) E 1l"(TpK)
(2)V'(0) + SP'(O)V(O) E 1l"((Tp K).L)
(3)V" +R(V, (3')13' = [(3']
to E (0, b] is called a K-quotient focal point if there exists a nontrivial

K-Jacobi class V E x(j3, K) with V(to) = [(3'(to)].
The K-quotient index form l(b,K) : x(/3, K) x x(j3, K) -+ R is given

by

l(b,K)(V, W) = g(8p'(o)V(0), W(O))

-lb

[g(v', W') - g(R(V, (3')(3', W)]dt.

Notice that l(b,K)(V, W) = I(b,K)(X, Y) for X, Y E y.L((3, K) with
1l"(X) = Y,1l"(Y) = W Therefore, we now characterize the K-Jacobi
classes among the piecewise smooth sections in X((3, K) as in [6,8].

Let (M,g) be a Lorentzian manifold and (3 : [0, b] -+ (M, g) be a null
geodesic segment perpendicular at (3(0) to the spacelike submanifold K
of dimension k, 0 ::; k ::; n - 2. Then we may choose the spacelike
orthonormal vectors as in [6] e10 e2, , en -2 E TpM such that for a
null vector n with g(j3'(O), n) = -1 and n E (TpK).L :

ei E TpK, ej 1.. span{j3'(O), n} for i = 1,2, ... , k

and

ej E (TpK).L, ej 1.. span{(3'(O), n} for i = k + 1, k + 2, ... , n - 2.

Inspired by W.Ambrose's idea in [1], we constructed (n-2) K-Jacobi
fields J10 J2 , ...... , I n - 2 such that
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Jj(O) = 0, J;(O) = ej for i = k + 1, k + 2, ... , n - 2.

Then we may prove that {Ji}i=1,2,...,n-2 are spacelike K-Jacobi fields
in VJ.(,8,K), and {Ji}i=1,2,...,n-2 project to linearly independent K
Jacobi classes {Vih=1,2,... ,n-2 with Vi = tr( J i) for J i E V 1.(,8, K), i =
1,2, ... , n - 2. More precisely, for any V E X({3, K),

n-2

V = "L:!i(t)Vi
i=l

for some piecewise smooth functions !i on (O,b].
Thus, we obtain the maximality of K-Jacobi classes adapted to the

quotient bundle setting, ef.[5,6,S].

THEOREM 2.1. Let {3 : [0, b] -+ (M, g) be a null geodesic segment
perpendicular at (3(0) to the space1ike submanifold K with no K-quotient
focal points and let W E X({3, K). Then there exists a unique K-Jacobi
class V E X({3,K) with V(b) = Web). Further,

l(b,K)(W, W) ~ l(b,K)(V, V)

and equality holds iff V = W.

COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose,8 : [O,b] --+ (M,g) has no K-quotient
focal points. Then K-quotient index form I(b,K) : X({3, K) x X(,8, K) --+

R is negative definite.

Now, let (Mi, gi) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds with dimMi =
ni ~ 3, nl ~ n2, and let (3i : [0, b] --+ Mi be null geodesic segments
perpendicular at (3i(O) to the spacelike submanifolds K i of dim ki, 0 ~

ki ~ ni - 2, for i = 1,2. Construct a linear isometry using parallel
translation

4> : x({3d --+ X({32)

by (4)V)(t) = «PtX)(t) + [(3~(t)] for any V E X({3I) with tr(X) = V for
X E V J.({31) where tPt : Tflt(t)M1 -+ T{J2(t)M2 is a linear isometry as in
the timelike case, cf.[5,6]. Further,

(4)V)'(t) = (4)V')(t)
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for all t E [0, b].
Of course, the map ~ constructed above will not map X(f3l' K l) into

X(f32' K 2) since we have placed no restrictions on T1h(o)K}, Tp2 (o)K2, and
a linear isometry j : Tp1(o)Ml ~ Tp2 (o)M2 with j(f3~(O)) = f3~(O).

If dimK l S dimK2 and if we construct j so that j(Tp1(o)Kd c
T p2(o)K2 by appropriate choices of orthonormal basis, then we have

~(X(f3},Kt}) c X(f32, K 2).

But if dimK l > dimK2 , no such j can be found. Nonetheless, given a
fixed V E X(f3l' K l ) with V(O) =I [f3~(O)] we may construct

~ : X(f3l) ---+ X(f32)
so that ~V E X(f32, K 2) as follows:

Given V E X(f3l, Kt}, choose a spacelike vector field X such that
7r(X) = V. Let f3~(O), n,el,e2, ,enl -2 be a pseudo-orthonormal
basis of TP1 (o)Ml , where

el = X(0)j(9l(X(0),X(0))l/2.

Choose orthonormal vectors et, e2, ..... , enl -2 in (132(0)).1 such that el E
T p2(o)K2 • Then if j : TpdO)Ml ---+ T f32 (o)M2 is defined by setting
j(f3~(O)) = f3~(O),j(n) = 71, andj(ei) = ei with 92(n,,6~(0)) = 92(n, ei) =
o for 1 Si S nl - 2, then (4)X)(O) = (9l(X(0),X(0))l/2el E Tp2 (o)K2 ,

.1 -
so that 4>X E V (132, K2). Therefore, 4>V E X(f32, K2).

To avoid repetition of boring statements we notate as follows:

Condition(R) : the maximum Value of 9l(Rl(U,f3Ht))f3~(t),u) for
it E (,B'(t)).1j[f3'(t)] with 9l(U,U) = 1 is less than or equal to the
minimum value of 92(R2(fJ,,B~(t))f3~(t),fJ)for fJ E (f3~(t)).Lj[P~(t)] with
92(fJ, v) = 1 for each t E [0, b].

Condition(S) : the maximum value of 9l (Sf3[ (O)U, u) for u E

7r(TpdO)K1 ) with 9l(it, it) = 1 is less than or equal to the minimum value
of 92(SP;(O)V,v) for v E 1r(Tf32 (o)K2) with 92(V,V) = l.

Now we use Theorem 2.1 to extend the index comparison theorem
given by J. K. Beem and P. E. Ehrlich as in [2,3] to the K-quotient index
form l(b.K) as in the timelike case, cf.[6,7].
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THEOREM 2.3. Let (Mi' 9i) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds with
dimM1 = nl ~ n2 = dimM2 and let fJi : [0, b] --+ Mi be nun geodesics
perpendicular to the spacelike submanifolds K i with dimki > 0, i = 1,2.
Suppose the Conditions (R) and (S) hold. Then, given V E X(fJl, KI),
constructing 4> as above so that 4>V E X({32, K2),

Further, for dimensions that nl ~ n2 we may extend the null Rauch
comparison theorem for conjugate points given by J. K. Beem and P. E.
Ehrlich in [2,3] to K-quotient focal points, cf.[8].

THEOREM 2.4. Let (Mi,9i) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds with
dimM1 = nl ~ n2 = dimM2 and let fJi : [0, b] --+ Mi be nun geodesics
perpendicular to the spacelike submanifolds Ki' i = 1,2. For each t E
[0, b], assume the conditions (R) and (S) hold and let X E X({31l K 1), YE
X(fJ2' K 2) be K r and K 2 -quotient Jacobi classes respectively such that
gl(X(O),X(O» = g2(Y(0), Y(O» =1= 0. Assume that there are no K 2
-quotient focal points on (O,b]. Then

Moreover, if gl(X(tO),X(to»= g2(Y(tO), Y(to»for some to E (0, b],
then gl(X(t),X(t» = g2(Y(t), Y(t» for all t E [0, to] ..

3. Curvaturelike Tensor Classes and their Associated C2_

Jacobilike Classes along Null Geodesics

Recall the curvaturelike tensor fields which we used to prove the fo
cal Rauch comparison theorem for timelike geodesics in the case that
dimM1 > dimM2 as in [6].

Similarly, we define a continuous cUnJaturelike ten80T class R for
TMIII/[fJ'] by a linear map

R(., fJ'(t»fJ'(t) : TII<t)M/[fJ'(t)] --+ Tp<t)M/[fJ'(t)] for each t E [0, b]
such that

g(R(v, fJ'(t»fJ'(t), w) = g(R(w, fJ'(t»fJ'(t), v)
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and
R(P'(t), P'(t»P'(t) = o.
Moreover, we define a C 2 .Jacobilike class of (M,g, R) to be a vector

class J along {3 which satisfies
(1) J(O) E 7r(Tp(o)K),
(2) Sc'(t)J(O) +J'(O) E 7r«Tp(o)K).L),
(3) I" +R(J, {3'){3' = [{3']

where I" is the covariant differentiation of second order with respect to
the given Levi-Civita connection V along {3 and R is the given curva
turelike tensor class for TM lp' .

As in the timelike case, given any V, W E Tp(to)M/[fJ'(to)], there exists
a unique C2-Jacobilike class J along {3 with I(to) = v, I'(to) = w.

Moreover, if R is a curvaturelike tensor class along {3 and I is a C2_
Jacobilike class of (M, g, R) along {3, then we may show that

(1) g(J, P')lt is an affine function,
(2) if I(to) = [fJ'(to)] and I(tt> = [fJ'(t 1 )], to =I t ll we have lE X({3).
Thus we may show that the maximality theorem, index comparison

theorem, and Rauch comparison theorem for curvaturelike tensor classes
and for the associated C2-Jacobilike classes in the case that dimM1 ~

dimM2 are still available as given in the timelike case, cf.[7].
Now define a vector bundle Vip along {3 which is perpendicular to the

spacelike submanifold K given by

Vlp(t) = Tp(t)M El) R'
with the metric gv = g+ <, > where <, > is the usual Euclidean metric
on R' for some I > O. Hence we may define a subbundle Vlp/[{3'] of Vip
given by

Vlp(t)/[{3'(t)] = Tp(t)M/[{3'(t)] El) R'
with the metric 9v/[p'] = g+ <, >. Thus we may define a curvaturelike
tensor class Ron Vlp/[{3'] by

R(11 $ w, {3'(t»P'(t) = R(u, {3'(t»{3'(t) + m(t)w
for any 11 $ wE Vlp(t)/[fJ'(t)], where met) is the minimum value of
g(R(11, {3'(t»{3'(t), ii)for all u E ({3'(t».L /[fJ'(t)] with g(u, ii) = 1 and R is
the curvature tensor class on Tp'(t)/[{3'(t)] with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection V on (M,g).
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Now we define a subbundle f( of Vlp(o)/[,B'(O)] by f( = 7r(Tp(o)K) EI7
R'.

Then we may define the second fundamental operator SP'(O) on R by

SP'(O)(v EB w) = 8p'(0)v EI7 'T]W
for any v EB w E R, where." is the minimum value of g(8p'(0)v, v) for
v E 7r(Tp(o)K) with g(v, v) = 1. Thus, for any vEBw E f( with gY/[P'1(v EI7
w,vEBw)=l,

." = 'T](g(v,v)+ < w,w »
::; g(8p'(0)v, v) +." < w, w >

= gV/[P,)(SfJ'(O)V EB w, v EB w).

Moreover, for each t E (0, b) and for any v EI7 w E Vlp(t»)/[,B'(t)] with
gY/[fJ')(v EB W, v EB w) = 1,

m(t) = m(t)(g(v, v) +." < w, w »
::; g(R(v, ,B'(t)),B'(t), v) +m(t) < w, w >

= gv/[p,)(R(v EB w, ,B'(t)),B'(t), v EB w).

Hence, we may obtain the following results from the conditions (R) and
(S).

LEMMA 3.1. 'T] is less than or equal to the minimum value of gV/[fJ')
(SfJ'(O)vEBw, vEBw) for vEBw E R with gY/[P'j(vEBw, vEBw) = 1. For each
t E (0, b], met) is less than or equal to the minimum value ofgv/[p'j(R(vED
w,,B'(t)),B'(t),vEl7w) forvEBw E VlfJ/[,B'(t)] withg y /[p'j(vEBw,vEl7w) = 1.

Given a vector class J1 E TMlp/[,B'] and a vector field h E R'lp,
we may lift them to T Mlp/[,B'] EB R'lfJ and obtain the vector class J =

(J}, 0)+(0, h) in T MlfJ/[,B']EI7R'lp. Then the connection on TMlp/[,B']EB
R'lfJ associated to the metric gV/[P'j satisfies J' = (J~, 0) + (0, J~) for
such a sum of lifted vector classes.

Moreover, we see that

J'(O) + SfJ'(O)J(O)

=(J~(O) + 8fJ'(0)J2(0)) EB (J~(O) + 'T]J2(0))

E7r((Tp(o)K).L) EB {O}.
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Hence we have JHO)+Sp'(O)J1(0) E 7r«Tp(o)K).L) and J~(0)+1]J2(0)

=0.
Thus a C2K-Jacobilike class in TMlp/[,B'] EB R'L!1 may be split nicely

into a C2 K-Jacobi class in TMlp/[,B'] and a Jacobi field in R'lp respec
tively as follows.

LEMMA 3.2. Let 7rl : V\p/[,8'] -+ TMlp/[,8'] and 7r2 : Vlpj[,8'] -+

R 'I p denote the projections. Then J is a C2K - Jacobilike class for
(Vlp/[,8'],gv/[p/),il) iff J1 = 7rl(J) is a C2 K-Jacobi class for (M,g,R)
and J2 = 7r2(J) is a C2-Jacobi field for (R'L~, <, >, m(t)I).

4. Extension of the Null Rauch Comparison Theorem

Let (Mi, gi) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds and let ,8i : [0, b] -+

(Mi, gi) be null geodesics perpendicular at ,8i(O) to the spacelike sub
manifold K i for i = 1,2. Then we first need the following comparison
of the relative location of the quotient K 1- and K 2-focal points on ,81 (t)
and ,82(t) for t E (0, b] before proving the focal Rauch comparison the
orem for null geodesics in the case that dimM1 > dimM2. Moreover,
we require k1 > 0 and an additional hypothesis comparing the second
fundamental operators Sp~(o) and Sp~(o) of K 1 and K 2 respectively.

THEOREM 4.1. Assume that ifdimK1 = k1 > 0, then dimK2 = k2 >
O. Suppose the conditions (R.) and (S) hold. Then if there are no K 2 

quotient focal points on (O,bj, there are no K 1-quotient focal points on
(O,bj.

Proof. Suppose there is a K 1-quotient focal point at to E (0, b]. We
will show that there is a K2-quotient focal point on (O,b], in contradic
tion.

Assume first that dimM1 = nl ~ dimM2 = n2. Let Y be a nontrivial
K 1-Jacobi class in X(,B1, K 1 ) such that Y(to) = [,BHto)]. Choose a K 1

Jacobi field Yl E V.L(,81,Kt> with 7r(Y1 ) = Y. Then Y1(to) = A,B~(to) for
some A ER. Then yet) = Y1(t) - (At/to),8Ht) is a nontrivial K 1-Jacobi
field in V.L(,8L Kt> with Y(to) = 0 and 7r(Y) = Y.

Extend Y to be 0 from fa to b. Then Y E Vl(,81, K 1 ) and thus
I(b,Kd(Y' Y) = O.
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Let el = Y(0)/9l(Y(0), Y(0))1/2 ifY(O) -1= 0 and let el be an arbitrary
unit vector in T P1 (o)Kl if Y(O) = o. Then we may find an pseudo
orthonormal parallel spacelike vector fields {Edi=1,2, ... ,nl-2 in V.L(,8l)

- n 2 -
such that El(O) = el. Hence yet) = L:i~; hi(t)Ei(t). where 1r(Ei) =
Ei for piecewise smooth functions hi on [O,b] with hi(O) = 0 for 2 ::; i ::;
nl- 2.

Let {Ei}i=1,2,... ,n2-2 be pseudo-orthonormal parallel vector fields in
V.L(.B2 ) with

El(O) = j(el) E Tp2 (o)K2

where j : T(h(O)Ml -+ T p2(o)M2 is an injective linear isometry such that
j(,8~(O)) = ,8~(0) and j(ed E T p2(o)K2-

Now we may define

nl-2

Z(t) = L hi(t)1r(Ei(t».
i=l

Since Y(O) = 9l(Y(0), Y(0»1/2eI, we obtain L:?~;2hi(O)Ei(O) =
9l(Y(0), Y(0»1/21r(et}. Hence, hl(O) = 9l(Y(0), Y(0»1/2, h2(0) = h3(0)
= ... = hnl - 2(0) = o.

Moreover, we may check that Z(O) E 1r(Tp2 (o)K2) and that Z(b) = o.
Thus, Z E XO(,8l, Kt>.

Since 9lCY(t), Yet»~ = 92(Z(t), Z(t» for all t, our hypotheses imply

91 (ill (Y, ,8D,8L Y) It ::; 92(R2( Z, ,8~),8~, Z)/t

and

Hence,
0= l(b,K)(Y, Y) ::; l(o,b)(Z, Z).
This contradicts Corollary 2.2.
Note that this same argument is valid for curvaturelike tensor classes

along ,81 and ,82·
Suppose now that dimMl > dimM2 and let 1 = dimMl - dimM2 •

Recall that a metric 9v/[p;] and the curvaturelike tensor field R on the
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bundle V/[,8~] along ,82, and the second fundamental operator SIJ~(O) on

K = 1l"(Tp2 (o)K2) EB R' as in §3 may be given by

glvI[p~J = 9+ <, >,

R(v EB w, ,8~(t) ),8~( t) = R2(v, ,8~(t»,8~( t) + m(t)w,

and
Sp~(O)(v EB w) = Sp~(O)V Ea 7]W.

If dimK1 > 0, we have asswned dimK2 > 0, and hence dimK =
dimK2+1> o. Thus we need to check that (Mt, 9t, RI) and (V/[,8~],

gv1[,8'J, R) satisfy the curvature and the second fundamental operator
hypotheses of this theorem so that the first part of the proof(dimM1 ~

dimM2 ) may be applied to these spaces.
By hypotheses of (it) and (8) and using Lemma 3.1, the maximum

value of 91(S,8~(O)U,u)for u E 1l"(T,81(O)K1) with 91(U,U) = 1 is less than

or equal to the minmum value of gV/[,8~l(S,8~(O)VEa w, v Ea w) for v Ea wE
1l"(Tp2 (o)K2)EBR' = K with 92(V,V) = gV/[P~l(vEaw,vEaw) = 1. More
over, for each t E [O,b], the maximum value of 91(R1(U,,8~(t»,8~(t),u)

for u E (,8~(t».l../[,8~(t)] with 91(U,U) = 1 is less than or equal to the
minimum value of gV/[,8'j(R(e, ,8Ht»,8~(t), e) for eE VL~w)/[,8~(t)] with
gV/[,8~l(e,e) = l.

Hence, it is enough to show that if (M2 ,92) has no quotient K 2-focal
points, then (V/[,8~],gV/[,8~l) has no quotient K-focal points since the
first part of the proof (even for curvaturelike tensor classes) may be
applied to (Mt,9t,R1) and (V/[,8~],gv/[,8~l,R)as dimM1 = dimV.

Suppose that J is a nontrivial C2K-Jacobilike class in (V/[,8~],gV/[,8~l,

R) with J(to) = ([,8~(to)], 0) for some to E (0, b]. By Lemma 3.2, we
decompose J = (Jt, J2 ) where J1 is a C2 K 2-Jacobi class in (M2,92,R2)
and J2 is a Jacobi field in (R',<,>,m(t)I).

Since J(to) = ([,8~(to)], 0) implies that J1(to) = [,8~(to)] and J2(to) =
0, and since M 2 has no quotient K2-focal points, we obtain J1 = [,8~].

It means that J2 =f:. 0 on the Euclidean factor. Moreover, we have a
conjugate point equation

J~' + m(t)J2 = 0
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with J2(0) = J2(to) = 0 and J~(O) + 1]J2(0) = O. Since J2 -# 0, we have
J~(to) =:f o.

Now let Et, E2, ..... ,E, be parallel fields along 132 in the bundle (R'lp~,

<, ». Writing
I

J2 = 'E t/J;(t)E;,
;=1

we obtain k-scalar equations for t E [0, b], 1 ~ j ~ 1,

t/Ji'(t) + m(t )t/J; (t) = 0

t/Jj(O) = t/J;(to) = 0, t/Jj(O) + 1]t/J;(0) = O.

Since J~(to) =:f 0, we also have t/J:CO) =:f 0 for some i. For this particular
i, extend t/Ji to a piecewise smooth function t/J : [0, b] --+ R with t/J(t) =
t/Ji(t) for 0 ~ t ~ to and 0 for t ~ to.

Then the index form on (R, <, >, m(t), {O}) may be given as follows;
for the field Z = t/J(t)d/dt,

I(b,R)(Z, Z) =< 1]Z(O) + Z'(O), Z(O) > - < Z'(to), Z(to) >

-143

< z" + m(t)Z, Z > dt

=0.

Select any el E Tp2(o)K2 and parallel translate along /32 to a paral
lel field El. If we take a linear isometry j : ToR --+ Tp2 (o)K2 with
j(dldtlo) = et, then the associated linear isometry given by parallel
translation into V.1..(132) satiesfies

Y =q,(Z) = t/J(t)El E Vl(/32' K2).

Also, Y is nontrivial since t/J'(O) =:f O. Hence we have a nontrivial Y with
1r(Y) = (Y) E Xo(132' K2).

Thus, we have as before, using Y(O) = 0 after the inequality,

I(b,R)(Z, Z) ~ 92(Sp~(O)Y(0),Y(O»

-lb
[92(Y" Y') - 92(R2(Y,13~)13~, Y)]dt

= I(b,K2 )(Y, Y)
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0= I(Z, Z) ~ I(b,K)(Y, Y) = l(b,K)(Y, Y)
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Since Y i- [,8'] and since (M2,92) has no quotient K 2- focal points, we
have l(b,K2 )(Y, Y) < 0, in contradiction to Corollary 2.2. Therefore
t/J(t) = °in (R,<,>,m(t),{O}) and we conclude that VI[.8~] has no
quotient K 2-focal points as required.

Finally, we show that the quotient focal Rauch comparison theorem
for null geodesics is still valid for dimM1 > dimM2 as in the timelike
case, cf.[7].

THEOREM 4.2. Let (Mi, 9i) be arbitrary Lorentzian manifolds of
dimMi = ni ~ 3 with nl > n2 and let .8i : [0, b] -+ Mi be null geodesics
perpendicular to the spacelike submanifolds K i, i = 1,2. For each t E
[0, b) suppose the conditions (it) and (S) hold and suppose dimK1 =
k1 > 0, dimK2 = k2 = n2 - 2, and let X E X(.8I. K 1), Y E X(.82, K 2) be
quotient K 1- and K 2-Jacobi classes respectively such that

Assume that there are no quotient K 2-focal points on (O,bJ. Then

Moreover, if 91(X(tO),X(to» = 92(Y(tO),Y(to» for some to E (O,b],
then 91 (X( t), X( t» =92(Y( t), Y( t» for all t E [0, to].

Proof. We proved this theorem for nl :s n2 in Theorem 2.4. The
proof is, moreover, valid for curvaturelike tensor classes along .81 and ,82
as in the timelike case, cf. [7].

Now assume that nl > n2 and construct a triple (V/[,8~],9v/[p~J'K) as
in the proof of Theorem 4.1. By the condition (it), the maximum value
of 91(Rl(U,.8~(t»,8~(t),u)for u E (,8~(t».l/[.8~(t)] with 91(U,U) = 1 is
less than or equal to the minimum value of 9V/[P~1(i?(~,.8~(t».8~(t),

ofor ~ E Vlp2(t)/[.8~(t)] with 9v/[p~J(~'0 = 1, for each t E [0, b].
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Also, by the condition (8), the maximum value of 91(S,6~(O)U,u) for
u E 7I"(T,6l(O)KI ) with 91(U, u) = 1 is less than or equal to the minimum
value of gV/[,6~](vEBw,vEBw) for vEBw E [( with gV/[,6~](vEf)w,vEBw) = l.

Since dimKt = kt > 0 and dimK = dimK2+(nl-n2) = nt-2 and
since dimMI = nI, dimV/[p~l= n2 + (nt - n2) = nI, the theorem holds
for (M1,gt,KI ) and (V/[p2),gV/[,6~],[()by Theorem 2.4. Thus we may
obtain this theorem for (M},g}, Kd and (M2,g2, K2) as follows;

Let X E X(Pl,Kt) and YE X(p2,K2) be quotient K 1- and K 2-Jacobi
classes with

91(.X(0), X(O)) = 92(Y(0), Y(O» =1= O.

Since,
S,62(O)(Y(0), 0) +(Y'(O), 0) = ($,62<O)Y(O)+Y'(O), 0) E 71"«T,62(o)K2)J.)

EB{O}, (Y,O) is the quotient K-Jacobi class for V/[p~] such that
91(X(0), X(O» = 92(Y(0), Y(O» = gV/[,62]«Y(0), 0), (Y(O), 0».
Since (Vf[p~},gv/[,62],K) has no quotient K- focal points on 192, by

Theorem 2.4, applied to (M1,9},Kd and (V/[p~1,gv/[,62],K),we obtain

91(X(t), X(t» ~ gV/[,6~]«Y(t),0), (Y(t), 0»

= 92(Y(t),Y(t».

Moreover, if 91(X(tO),X(to» = 92(Y(tO), Y(to» for some to E (0, b).
Then

91(.X(tO), X(to» = gV/[,62] «Y(to), 0), (Y(to), 0».

Thus, by Theorem 2.4, for all t E [0, to],

91(X(t), X(t» = gV/[,6~]«Y(t), 0), (Y(t), 0».

Therefore, for all t E [0, to],

91(X(t), X(t» = 92(Y(t), Y(t».
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